Bahrain has long been in need of a unified and comprehensive bankruptcy law. Until the coming into effect of the Bankruptcy and Composition Law there were no laws relating exclusively to insolvency, the bankruptcy of individuals, the rights of creditors and the compulsory winding-up of companies. The Court and legal advisers were as a result obliged to turn to many disparate and non-specific sources for guidance.
The Law relating to personal and corporate bankruptcy in Bahrain has now been largely unified by the new law with all conflicting provisions of other statutes being repealed. The Law comprises 232 Articles divided into ten sections. Broadly speaking the law covers the adjudication of bankruptcy, bankruptcy officials, the legal effects of bankruptcy, management of bankruptcy, the termination of bankruptcy (including composition with creditors), bankruptcy of companies, discharge of bankrupts, schemes of arrangement and bankruptcy-related criminal offences.
SECTION I-ADJUDICATION OF BANKRUPTCY
Overview "Bankruptcy" is broadly defined as any cessation of payment by a trader of his commercial debts followed by the adjudication of a state of bankruptcy by the Court. A trader may be adjudged bankrupt pursuant to a petition of bankruptcy filed by a creditor, by the Public Prosecutor or by himself. A number of Articles deal with the filing of the bankruptcy petition and the Court's powers to investigate and preserve the debtor's property pending adjudication. This Section also deals with the determination by the Court of the date from which the bankrupt will be ordered to suspend all further payments to creditors and with the publication and registration of the bankruptcy. Detailed provisions also deal with the contestation of an adjudication of bankruptcy by interested third parties.
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Detailed summary
Article 1 provides for the adjudication of bankruptcy of a trader where, after his "financial business" is disrupted, he ceases to make payment of his commercial debts. A formal adjudication of bankruptcy is necessary before the legal state of bankruptcy arises.
Article 2 permits bankruptcy petitions to be filed by the trader's creditors and by the trader himself and allows for a petition to be presented for upwards of one year following either the death of the trader or the striking off of the trader's name from the Bahrain Commercial Registry.
Further provisions of this Section provide a 30 day "limitation period" from the date of suspension of payments by the trader within which the trader's petition for bankruptcy must be presented, for the content of the petition and various other formalities to be observed. Various Articles deal with the types of creditors who may petition for bankruptcy and with the types of debt on which a petition may be based.
Article 6 provides for various interim steps which can be taken by the Court to preserve the debtor's property pending the resolution of the bankruptcy petition and also for the interim investigation of the debtor's financial position and the reasons for his financial difficulties.
Article 7 establishes that the Bahrain High Court has exclusive jurisdiction in bankruptcy matters and related legal actions and Articles 8 an 9 deal with the date from which the Court may order the suspension of any further payments to creditors by the debtor. Article 10 deals with the registration of the adjudication of bankruptcy with various relevant authorities (e.g., the Commercial Registry and the Land Registration Directorate), together with the attendant publicity to be given to the bankruptcy (e.g., publication in the Official Gazette and a local newspaper). The Law requires that creditors are given sufficient notice and opportunity to submit their claims in respect of the various debts involved in the bankruptcy.
Article 11 provides for the contestation of the adjudication of bankruptcy by interested third parties and applies time limits in respect of the same and in respect of any appeals filed against the adjudication. Article 13 excludes the right of appeal in respect of certain matters which can be ordered by the Court upon adjudication of bankruptcy, principally the appointment, dismissal and replacement of the bankruptcy judge and officer.
Articles 14 to 16 give to the Court a prior claim over all the creditors for the costs of the bankruptcy proceedings, for the annulment of the adjudication of bankruptcy upon payment by the debtor of all debts and for criminal sanctions against any petition fraudulently or maliciously presented by the debtor or by a creditor.
SECTION 2-BANKRUPTCY OFFICIALS S Overview
The statute creates three types of bankruptcy official who are empowered to intervene the management of the bankruptcy proceedings. "Bankruptcy Officers" are Court-
